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 I 

 

Abstract 

The methodology of choosing production strategy has long been a well discussed topic in research 

companies generally have many different alternatives to choose from. However, lately, due to the 

increased volatility, there has been a big shift towards using electronics contract manufacturers 

(ECM) for electronics manufacturing. There are many methodologies developed for evaluation and 

choosing ECM. Nevertheless, none have taken the special characteristics of a born global (BG) small 

medium enterprise (SME) into account. Their special characteristics significantly differentiate them 

from larger corporations and approaches that respond to their needs are required. This thesis 

therefore focusses on developing a methodology and tool for evaluating and choosing an ECM as a 

BG SME.  

 

This thesis mainly considers two parts of the problem. Firstly, the applicable factors affecting the 

choice of ECM for a BG SME is uncovered through a state of the art literature analysis and an 

empirical interview study. Secondly, five commonly evaluation methodologies are evaluated from 

the BG SME perspective to conclude upon the most suitable methodology. The set of factors and 

chosen methodology is combined into a comprehensive tool for ECM evaluation and selection as a 

BG SME. The developed tool consists of thirteen factors and builds upon the fuzzy set evaluation 

theory. The tool is successfully verified through a case study.  

 

Key words: Electronic contract manufacturing, Small Medium Enterprise, Fuzzy set theory, 

Supplier selection 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The methodology of choosing production strategy has long been a well discussed topic in research 

(e.g. Lee et al., 2010). Companies generally have many different alternatives to choose from. Among 

these are outsourcing, near shoring, contract manufacturing and in-house production some of the 

common alternatives a company, on a high level, choses between (e.g. Lee et al., 2010). The choice 

of production strategy is in general characterized by an environment where product life cycles are 

shrinking, there is intense price pressure, there are rapid technology shifts and development of new 

innovative products is the only way to success (Mallick and Schroeder, 2009).  

 

Among the OEMs of electronic equipment there has been a large gradual shift in production strategy 

preferences. Historically, the OEMs developed, produced, tested, serviced and sold all their products 

by themselves. However, as the electronics industry is a fast-developing industry, compared to 

others, production equipment bought by OEMs quickly became obsolete and OEMs had to hire and 

fire workers at an increasing pace as the volatility in the market has increased significantly. 

Progressively OEMs have understood that it is too difficult to keep up with the fast industry change 

which has led to the large breakthrough of electronic contract manufacturers (ECM). (Hassig, 1995) 

 

The more volatile environment surrounding the electronics OEMs has driven a paradigm shift in 

production strategy from OEMs trying to protect and isolate themselves from the environment to 

working in phase with the environment through agile manufacturing (Duguay Sylvain Landry 

Federico Pasin et al., 1997; Scott et al., 2002). Agile manufacturing can be defined as the “the ability 

to rapidly alter any aspect of the manufacturing enterprise in response to changing market demands” 

(Duguay Sylvain Landry Federico Pasin et al., 1997, p. 1188).  

 

The more volatile and quickly changing electronics market has recently led to the development of 

many new small to medium size enterprises (SME) entering the high-tech electronics market. Many 

of these are so called born globals (BGs) meaning that they serve the international market from start 

instead of starting local and then go through the process of internationalization. These BGs generally 

have significantly limited capital funds and operate in a highly agile way making the choice of 

production strategy very limited. (Ughetto, 2016) 
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1.2 Problem formulation 

For a BG SME operating in the high-tech electronics industry, with limited capital funds and in a 

volatile environment with agility as a prerequisite for success, the choice of production strategy is 

severely limited. Studies estimate that the capital needed for setting up a well-functioning SMD 

production line is in the area of USD 3.5 million (Scott et al., 2002). With the special requirements 

and limitations, a BG SME has, and with the high investment cost for building a production line 

these types of companies normally have no choice than to partner with an ECM for cost-effective 

and agile production.  

 

Studies have been made on how one should choose an ECM and what factors one should consider 

(e.g. Chen, Chen and Li, 2005; Hu and Yu, 2016). However, these have all been focusing on large 

already established companies and therefore not taken the special requirement and limitations for a 

BG SME into account. For example, the methodology developed by Chen, Chen and Li (2005) 

requires full accessibility to the contract manufacturers production line which for a BG SME can be 

very costly, if at all possible. This thesis therefore intends to support BG SMEs with the choice of 

ECM by the development of a user-friendly and cost efficient methodology to be used in the process 

of evaluating and choosing an ECM.  

 

1.3 Objective and research questions 

This thesis has the objective of developing a tool and methodology to be used for choosing an ECM 

by a BG SME operating in the high-tech electronics industry. The following research questions will 

be attempted to answer to fulfil the objective of this thesis:  

1. What set of factors should a BG SME consider and evaluate when choosing an ECM? 

2. How should these factors be evaluated and weighted to decide upon the most suitable ECM 

for a specific product and specific company? 

 

1.4 Limitations 

This thesis considers the process of evaluating and choosing an ECM for a BG SME. However, the 

process of deciding which ECMs that should be evaluated out of all possible suppliers is not in 

scope. Instead, it is assumed that the BG SME in question already has identified a smaller set of 

possible ECMs that in turn should be evaluated.  
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1.5 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis is structured to provide an easily accessible solution and contribution to a described 

objective and problem. The background to the problem and the objective of the thesis is first 

described followed by the presentation of the research questions. Following, a deeper description of 

the problem and background is done based on relevant literature. The research methodology is 

developed and presented. A solution is constructed based on analysis of the literature review and 

empirical data. Finally, the result of the study is tested as a case study on the BG SME H&E 

Solutions AB before presenting the thesis’ conclusions. The overall structure of this report is 

presented in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1- Thesis outline 
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2 Literature review 

This section covers an overview of the state of the art literature available in the research area. The 

problem formulation is further supported by presenting previous research about ECMs, electronics 

production, factors affecting the choice of ECM and characteristics of SMEs and BGs.  

 

2.1 Electronic contract manufacturers (ECM) 

Historically, the make or buy decision for companies has been one of the most important decisions in 

supply chain management and many different alternatives exist. In recent years, the market has 

shifted from OEMs having their own production where parts are outsourced to external vendor to 

OEMs today increasingly favour buying finished products. The trend has led to a significant 

expansion of the electronic contract manufacturing market. (Gray, Tomlin and Roth, 2009) 

 

According to Scott et al., (2002) electronics manufacturing consists of the process of design, 

development, fabrication, assembly and testing. Electronics contract manufacturing originated from 

the development of the electronics industry from the vacuum tube era (1920-1950) to the transistor 

era (1950-1960) to the present integrated circuit era (1960-present). The development of the 

electronics industry has resulted in smaller, more reliable electronics at a lower cost however it has 

also made the production process more complicated and costly to develop. This development led to 

the rise of the ECM industry. In the past ECMs focused mainly at printed circuit board (PCB) 

fabrication but their offering has today widened significantly. Today’s ECMs are able to take care of 

the full process from design through production to distribution to end customer. (Scott et al., 2002) 

 

The major players in the ECM market include Solectron, Celestica, Flex and Sanmina-SCI. They all 

supply ECM services in two major ways: components consignment or turnkey arrangements. 

Component consignment is when the OEM themselves buy components and chips from the supplier 

which is sent to the ECM to assemble to later be shipped back to the OEM as a finished product. 

Turnkey arrangements mean that the ECM will order components and part directly from the supplier 

that has been pre-approved by the OEM. (Hu and Yu, 2016) 

 

2.2 Electronics production 

Electronics manufacturing has been developing quickly following the electronics design evolution 

from the vacuum tube era to the present integrated circuit era with surface mounted device (SMD) 

technology. A modern electronics production flow consists of several linked processes; pick and 
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place machinery, soldering, inspection system, additional printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) e.g. 

through hole components, PCB coating, final assembly, final quality control, packaging and storing 

to finally deliver the product to the customer. (Matisoff, 1996) 

 

The process starts with the printed circuit board (PCB) and the bill of material (BOM). At this time, 

the quantities of components to buy must be decided however most manufacturers have a minimum 

order quantity (MOQ) that for some types of components can be very large. When making the 

decision one must consider the last time buy (LTB) which is the date when the component will go 

obsolete. (Matisoff, 1996) 

 

The pick and place machinery will place the components on the PCB. Solder will be applied and 

melted in an oven through which the assembled PCBs pass. An inspection system, normally optical 

inspection, will examine the quality of the PCBA and pass failed boards to the rework station. In 

some cases, special components that are either too large, e.g. connectors, or through hole 

components needs to be mounted. This is done by hand or in special machinery depending on 

quantity. When the PCBA is completed the boards are often coated, e.g. using varnish or by casting 

plastic resin around them, to protect them from the environment and improve resistance to vibrations 

and similar. The completed boards are finally assembled adding the mechanical enclosure, wiring 

and other peripheral parts. Lastly, the finished products are tested, packed and stored, ready to be 

shipped to the customer. (Matisoff, 1996) 

 

Figure 2 - Electronics production flow schematic 
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2.3 Factors affecting the choice of ECM 

When a company decides to outsource or partner with an external supplier like an ECM to produce 

part of a product, or in some cases the whole product, they automatically become more dependent on 

the supplier. As a result, risk level is raised and the result of problems like poor coordination become 

even worse. Therefore, it is critical for a company to choose its ECM carefully. Among others, Hu 

and Yu (2016), Nair, Jayaram and Das (2015), Gray, Tomlin and Roth (2009), Karsak and Dursun 

(2014) and Ho, Xu and Dey (2009) have all made attempts at solving this issue by presenting 

different methodologies and evaluation factors that should be considered. However, none have taken 

the SME perspective and characteristics into account.  

 

Ho, Xu and Dey (2009) concluded in their through literature study of factors to consider when 

choosing supplier that the traditional single factor process of choosing the lowest price bidder has 

played its role and that the problem is too complex to be solved by a one factor solution. Instead they 

surveyed seventy-eight articles, published between 2000 and 2008, on multi-criteria decision making 

for supplier evaluation. Based on these they uncovered the mostly used selection criteria. These, and 

their scores are summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 - Summary of selection criteria (Ho, Xu and Dey, 2009) 

Criteria: 
Percentage of articles  

considering criteria:  
Example of attributes considered: 

Quality 87,2% 

Acceptable part per million; Compliance with 

quality; Continuous improvements program; 

Six sigma program or TQM; Low defect rates; 

Process control capability; ISO standard 

installed. 

Delivery 82,1% 

Compliance with due date, Degree of 

closeness; Delivery conditions; Delivery 

reliability; Geographical location; Net late 

deliveries; On-time delivery; Percentage of 

orders delivered by due date. 
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Price/Cost 80,8% 

Competitiveness of cost; Cost reduction 

capability; Unit cost; Manufacturing cost; 

Ordering cost. 

Manufacturing capability 50,0% 
Production facilities and capacity; 

Process/manufacturing capability. 

Service 44,9% 
Customer service; Service capability; Problem 

solving. 

Management 32,1% 
Management capabilities; Process 

management; Management and organization. 

Technology 32,1% 
Technological capabilities; Technology; Level 

of technology. 

Research and development 30,8% 
Design/development capabilities; Product 

innovation. 

Finance 29,5% 
Financial position; Assets; Financial stability; 

Last term profit. 

Flexibility 23,1% 

Flexibility of response to customer's request; 

Flexibility; Inquiry response time; Supply 

chain response time. 

Reputation 19,2% Satisfaction of supplier; Reputation. 

Relationship 3,8% Relationship; Relationship closeness. 

Risk 3,8% Perceived risk; Risk factor. 

Safety and environment 3,8% Safety; Environment.  

 

Lastly, Murata et al. (2001) argues that most decision makers cannot handle more than seven plus or 

minus two factors simultaneously when making decisions. Therefore, it is important to restrict the 

number of factors used in a multi-factor decision making process for a successful result. It is 

suggested by Ho, Xu and Dey (2009) that this can be handled by grouping the factors into 

manageable groups that thereafter can be evaluated.  

 

2.4 Characteristics of small to medium sized enterprises and born globals 

There are a number of definitions of small and medium enterprises (SME) but for the purpose of this 

report it will be defined according to the EU norms as an organization that fulfils all of the following 

criteria (Terminologicentrum TNC, 1997):  
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a) has no more than 500 employees, 

b) has an annual turnover of less than 38 MEUR 

c) is no more than one third owned by any organization larger than an SME, unless it is a 

financial investor such as a bank or venture capitalist.  

 

A company that is born global (BG) is defined as a company that is quickly becoming international 

or that is international from start. This can be but in contrast to more traditional companies that 

normally start of local to later go through a process of internationalization. (Jones, Coviello and 

Tang, 2011; Ughetto, 2016) 

 

In general, SMEs and BGs differ significantly from larger and more traditional companies (Storey, 

1994). These differences can be briefly described with a few main characteristics (Garengo, Biazzo 

and Bititci, 2005):  

 

Limited capital resources:  SMEs normally have limited capital resources and large investments are 

therefore difficult as resources generally only cover the daily need.  

 

Lack of human resources: Human resources are normally significantly restricted and fully occupied 

with the daily work and have no time for extra activities. 

 

Managerial capacity: A managerial culture is often missing in SMEs. The organization is flat and 

very often employees occupy several positions at the same time. Technical excellence in products 

and operational processes is generally perceived as the only key factor of success and thus 

managerial activities are often neglected.  

 

Reactive approach: SMEs normally have poor strategic planning and the decision processes are not 

formally defined. The lack of formal processes promotes both a short-term perspective and a reactive 

organization.  

 

Another major factor that sets BG SMEs apart from large firms is the fact that they generally are 

very flexible and agile. In fact, SMEs major advantage over large corporations is their ability to be 

flexible and adjust to the changes in environment in which they are operating. (Garengo, Biazzo and 

Bititci, 2005) 
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With the respect to the objective of this thesis, to provide a tool and methodology to BG SMEs for 

evaluating and choosing ECM, the characteristics found in literature supports the motivation of the 

ECM being one of the few alternatives for a BG SME. Furthermore, it puts some restrictions on the 

tool and methodology that should be designed due to the severely limited resources. Lastly, it is also 

clear that it is a need for an easy to use tool and methodology as BG SMEs normally lack the long-

term strategic thinking and formalized decision processes.  
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3 Methodology 

This section further describes the methodology used to answer the set research questions and meet 

the aim of developing a tool and methodology to be used for choosing an ECM by a BG SME 

operating in the high-tech electronics industry. The methodology is in general split into two main 

sections using both primary and secondary data. The outcome of the work is also verified through a 

case study on the company H&E Solutions AB. Figure 3 shows an overall schematic for the chosen 

methodology.  

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Overall description of chosen methodology 

 

The secondary data analysis is presented in section 4, the empirical data analysis in presented in 

section 5 to in section 6 collectively analyse the secondary and empirical data to conclude upon a list 

of factors affecting the choice of ECM. The evaluation methodology is developed and presented in 

section 3.3. Finally, the developed methodology is verified through a case study presented in section 

7.  
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3.1 Secondary data collection and analysis 

State of the art literature is reviewed for several purposes. Firstly, factors affecting the choice of 

ECM are collected, no matter if they apply to BG SMEs or not, to develop a gross list of factors that 

may affect. Furthermore, data regarding the special circumstances, resources and limitations for a 

BG SME are reviewed. Using this information, the gross list of factors affecting choice of ECM is 

analysed. A revised list of factors applicable for BG SMEs is concluded upon.  

 

3.2 Empirical data collection 

The results of the secondary data collection described in section 3.1 are verified through empirical 

data collection in the form of semi structured interviews with relevant people in BG SMEs operating 

in the high-tech electronics industry. The aim is to capture factors relevant for the choice of ECM 

that otherwise may have been missed.  

 

The interviews are conducted semi-structured, meaning that they have a pre-set agenda and 

questionnaire only to a certain extent. The interviewee is therefore given the opportunity and 

encouraged to come with its own opinions and sometimes let to freely elaborate around the subject. 

In this way information that may otherwise have been lost may be collected. (McIntosh and Morse, 

2015) 

 

The interviews are analysed and a final list of factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME is 

concluded upon.  

 

3.2.1 Choice of interviewees 

The interviewees are chosen with the objective of covering knowledge and knowhow from large 

parts of the supplier selection process. To do so in an effective way the supplier selection process is 

divided into two perspectives; the retro perspective and the present perspective. The retro perspective 

is representing the experience from already having done one or more selection processes of ECMs. 

The retro perspective can therefore reflect upon the process and reflect on what was successful and 

important and what was less important. The present perspective represents the experience from 

currently being in the process of selecting an ECM. The present perspective can therefore reflect 

upon what data is easily available and what are the difficult parts of selecting a supplier and therefore 

also give suggestions on what one should examine.  
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Linda Krondahl, previous co-founder and CEO of Hi Nation AB, was selected to represent the retro 

perspective. As a founder and previous CEO of Hi Nation AB, a BG SME producing solar cell 

chargers for the African market started in 2008, Linda Krondahl was the major contributor to their 

ECM supplier selection process. Since then she spent more than five years with the company and the 

selected ECM and thus has good knowledge of what worked well and what could have been 

improved.  

 

Alex Hedberg, co-founder and current CEO of H&E Solutions AB, was selected to represent the 

present perspective. Alex Hedberg was selected as H&E Solutions AB, a BG SME developing V2V 

communication equipment, currently is in the process of evaluating and choosing ECM and therefore 

have good knowledge and experience from the process. H&E Solutions AB is also used as a case 

study and Alex Hedberg will therefore be able to contribute with industry specific knowledge.  

 

3.2.2 Questionnaire 

The semi-structured interviews are structured in three parts: Introduction, Main and End. The 

introductory part serves as qualification that the interviewee is a relevant person and works for a 

relevant company, i.e., fulfils the SME qualification criteria. The main section tries to uncover how 

the person is thinking when it comes to ECM selection and what they believe are important things to 

consider. Finally, the end section will give room for anything that the interviewee thinks is important 

but that the interviewer has not managed to bring up. Throughout, the interviewer will give room for 

further explanations by the interviewee on interesting topics through follow up questions. Table 2 

shows the interview questionnaire used by the interviewer.  

 

Table 2 - Interview questionnaire 

Section: 
Question 

number: 
Question: 

In
tr

o
d
u
ct

io
n

 

1 What is your current role at your company?  

2 
How long has your company been running, how many employees do you 

have and what was your last year’s turnover? 

3 
Have you personally been involved in the process of choosing or evaluation 

electronic contract manufacturers?  
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M
ai

n
 

4 
How do you internally work with evaluation of electronic contract 

manufacturers?  

5 What do you think is the most challenging aspect of the evaluation process?  

6 
What factors and why do you believe are the most important to look at when 

evaluating an electronics contract manufacturer?  

   

E
n
d
 

7 
Would you like to add anything that we might have missed on the topic how 

a BG SME should evaluate and chose electronic contract manufacturers?  

 

3.2.3 Interview Analysis 

The aim of the interviews is to identify the key factors relevant for evaluation and selection of ECM 

for a BG SME. To fulfil this purpose, it was decided to analyse the interview according to the 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) methodology. IPA is a methodology where one 

from the interview stepwise identify the key words and phrases, themes and clusters. Firstly, each 

interview is analysed to identify the key words of phrases that is significant with the given purpose. 

Secondly, the key words and phrases of the interview are grouped into themes. Lastly, the themes of 

all interviews are analysed collectively by grouping them into clusters, i.e., factors affecting the 

choice of ECM. The methodology has been proven to be successful in cases where the interviews 

have a clear pre-set aim, are conducted in a semi-structured way and with sample sizes ranging from 

one to forty participants. Thus, it can be concluded that the methodology effectively meets the 

requirements of the interview analysis. (Smith and Eatough, 2007) 

 

3.3 Methodology for multi-criteria decision making 

There are many different methodologies available for multi criteria decision-making when it comes 

to supplier selection. Among these are: analytic hierarchy process (AHP), analytic network process 

(ANP), case-based reasoning (CBR), data envelopment analysis (DEA) and fuzzy set theory. These 

are summarised in Table 3. Furthermore, many hybrids of these methodologies have been developed 

and tested. (Ho, Xu and Dey, 2009 and Karsak and Dursun, 2014) 

 

Table 3 - Summary of methodologies for multi-criteria decision making 

Methodo-

logy: 
Description: Data input: Output: Complexity: Authors: 
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Analytic 

Hierarchy 

Process 

(AHP) 

Solves complex 

decision problems 

by organising 

problem into 

hierarchical structure 

i.e. tree structure. 

This reduces a 

complex problem 

into a series of 

comparisons and 

rankings that are 

synthesized to the 

result. Assumes that 

there are no 

interdependencies 

between the factors.  

List of factors to 

rank and 

compare, close 

to optimal 

numerical pair 

wise 

comparison 

between the 

factors by an 

expert.  

Suggested 

supplier and 

rationale for 

the choices 

made.  

Medium as 

the 

methodology 

will have 

problems if 

the expert 

has not made 

a close to 

perfect 

comparison. 

More 

complex 

mathematical 

operations 

are needed to 

solve these 

problems.  

 

Yadav and 

Sharma, 

2016; Lei, 

Jun and 

Tianrui, 

2010 

Analytic 

Network 

Process 

(ANP) 

Framework for 

decision making 

without making 

assumption about no 

interdependencies 

between factors. 

Based on a pair wise 

comparison but 

where 

interdependencies 

are taken into 

account. ANP is a 

development of 

AHP.  

 

List of factors to 

rank and 

compare, 

interdependenci

es between 

factors, close to 

optimal 

numerical pair 

wise 

comparison 

between the 

factors by an 

expert. 

Suggested 

supplier and 

rationale for 

the choices 

made. 

High as the 

amount of 

mathematical 

operations 

needed are 

significant. 

Software 

such as 

Maple or 

similar is 

highly 

recommende

d.  

 

Gencer and 

Gürpinar, 

2007; 

Kirytopoulo

s, Leopoulos 

and 

Voulgaridou

, 2008 
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Case-based 

reasoning 

(CBR) 

CBR is one of the 

methods within 

artificial 

intelligence. It is 

inspired from a 

cognitive model of 

how humans 

normally learn. It is 

based on a database 

search where many 

similar problems 

have been 

documented. 

  

Large 

experience from 

similar supplier 

selection 

processes and 

their results.  

Suggested 

supplier, 

more data 

for next 

decision 

making 

process 

High as lots 

of previous 

organised 

data is 

needed and 

the CBR-

system to 

handle it.  

Zhao, Xin 

and Wang, 

2009; 

Humphreys, 

McIvor and 

Chan, 2003 

Data 

Envelopme

nt Analysis 

(DEA) 

DEA is a linear 

programming 

methodology 

originally designed 

for estimation of 

production frontiers 

but later also for 

benchmarking. All 

suppliers are in this 

case benchmarked/ 

compared to the best 

supplier even though 

the best supplier is 

unknown from start.  

 

Numerical data 

on input and 

output of the 

suppliers on all 

factors of 

interest.   

Efficiency 

frontier for 

each supplier 

and thus a 

suggested 

best supplier 

Medium to 

high as 

significant 

skills in 

linear 

programming 

is needed.  

Mahdiloo, 

Saen and 

Lee, 2015; 

Dotoli et al., 

2016 

Fuzzy set 

Theory  

Fuzzy set theory 

mirrors human 

decision making in a 

structured way. It 

Set of factors to 

be evaluated 

and linguistic 

comparison of 

Weighted 

average 

score for 

each supplier 

Low, only 

linguistic 

comparison 

is needed as 

Tsai Cheng-

Che Chen, 

2006; 

Bevilacqua 
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enables companies 

and decision makers 

to make decision 

based on vague or 

imprecise data and 

builds on linguistic 

comparison of 

factors.  

 

factors and 

relative 

weighting by 

group of experts  

and thus a 

suggested 

best supplier.  

well as 

simpler 

mathematical 

operations.  

and Petroni, 

2017 

 

The above methods; analytic hierarchy process (AHP), analytic network process (ANP), case-based 

reasoning (CBR), data envelopment analysis (DEA) and fuzzy set theory all have their strengths and 

weaknesses. The choice of methodology must be done from the perspective of a BG SME taking the 

specific characteristics of such a cooperation into account; Limited capital resources, lack of human 

resources, limited managerial capability and a reactive approach. 

 

Thus, the methodology used cannot be too complex and time demanding for the cooperation to be 

used. With this in mind, the Analytic Network Process is not an adequate choice as it would demand 

the cooperation to invest in both human resources as software to perform complex mathematical 

operations.   

 

The Data Envelopment Analysis would possibly be an option as it is not too complex and the skills 

needed to use it is a common resource in BG SMEs. However, the methodology requires quantitative 

data which is often difficult for a BG SME to access as the BG SME has limited resources and thus 

cannot afford to invest in test runs in factories to collect the data. They do also in most cases make 

up a to small part of the ECMs total production so that the ECM would see value in generating the 

needed data for a quantitative study by the BG SMEs. The BG SMEs will also get involved in 

strategic partnerships with the ECM meaning that factors that are difficult to quantify needs to be 

evaluated as well (Hu and Yu, 2016). Therefore, the BG SMEs needs to focus on a methodology for 

a qualitative evaluation and thus not the DEA.  

 

Similarly, case based reasoning is problematic as it requires significant experience and data from 

similar procurement processes and as a BG SME often is a young company it is likely that the 

needed data is not available. Therefore, the CBR methodology is not suitable for a BG SME.  
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The Analytic Hierarchy Process and the Fuzzy set theory both seems to meet the requirements as 

they are easy to use with low complexity, utilizes a qualitative methodology and is only dependant 

on the ranking or comparison of one or several experts. However, the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

cannot handle factors that are dependant of each other. This is likely to be the case as, for example, 

quality and price are two factors that are commonly used and that are dependent on each other (Ho, 

Xu and Dey, 2009).  

 

Therefore, for this study the fuzzy numbers approach has been chosen as it is seen to meet all the set 

requirements and as it has been used in several studies earlier with a good result, e.g., Tsai Cheng-

Che Chen (2006) and Bevilacqua and Petroni (2017). The main reason for why a fuzzy number 

approach is chosen is that it enables companies and decision makers to make decision based on 

vague or imprecise data by mirroring the human reasoning process. The methodology is also 

effective in cases where uncertainty reduction is needed which often is the case with the data that can 

be collected by a BG SME. (Bevilacqua and Petroni, 2017)  

 

3.3.1 Fuzzy numbers approach 

The Fuzzy set theory was originally developed by Zadeh (1965) and has since then been used in 

many different applications. The first use of the theory for decision making was made by Kuzmin 

(1982) and Cock, Bodenhofer and Kerre (2000) developed the decision making process into the 

linguistic decision making process that hereafter is described.  

 

The fuzzy numbers approach consists of three sequential main steps as described by Bevilacqua and 

Petroni (2017):  

 

(1) ranking of the individual factors importance in respect to the overall aim of the decision-

making process; 

(2) evaluating each factor for each alternative supplier; 

(3) making the final decision based on the fuzzy suitability index (FSI).  

 

Step 1: Ranking of the individual factors importance 

Every decision maker is allowed to individually state their view of the importance of each of the 

chosen factors. The decision makers rank the importance as one of the following linguistic variables: 
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very low (VL), low (L), medium (M), high (H) and very high (VH). The decision makers should 

rank according to how they individually perceive the value of the linguistic variables. Table 4 shows 

and example of the decision makers importance ranking of individual factors.  

 

Table 4 - Example of decision maker factor importance ranking 

Criteria Decision maker 1: Decision maker 2: Decision maker 3: 

Criteria 1 L M M 

Criteria 2 M H M 

Criteria 3 M M H 

Criteria 4 VL L VL 

Criteria 5 H L H 

Criteria 6 L H M 

Criteria 7 H H VH 

Criteria 8 VH VH M 

Criteria 9 M H H 

 

The linguistic variables are defined as triangular numbers demarcated as vectors to mimic the human 

behaviour of one decision maker having another individual definition of a linguistic variable than 

another decision maker. The variables are defined as follows and illustrated in Figure 4: 

 

VL (0, 0, 0.3) 

L (0, 0.3, 0.5) 

M (0.2, 0.5, 0.8) 

H (0.5, 0.7, 1) 

VH (0.7, 1, 1) 
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Figure 4 - Linguistic variable definition 

 

To summarise the results, the “weight” matrix for “k” factors and “n” decision makers is computed 

using the arithmetic mean as follows:  

 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =  { 𝑤𝑖| 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … 𝑘 } , 

where: 

𝑤𝑘 =  
1

𝑛
∶= (𝑤𝑘1) 𝑤𝑘2)𝑤𝑘3) … )𝑤𝑘𝑛. 

 

Step 2: Evaluating each factor for each alternative supplier 

The evaluation of each factor for each alternative supplier is done in a similar way as how the 

“weight” matrix is constructed. The linguistic scale used in this step is: worst (W), poor (P), fair (F), 

good (G) and best (B). The decision makers are let to individually rank each criterion for each 

alternative supplier.  

 

The linguistic variables are again defined as triangular numbers in the same way as in step 1:  

 

W (0, 0, 0.3) 

P (0, 0.3, 0.5) 

F (0.2, 0.5, 0.8) 

G (0.5, 0.7, 1) 

B (0.7, 1, 1) 
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The results are summarised for all “m” alternative suppliers, “k” factors and “n” decision makers 

using the “rating” matrix computed similarly to the “weight” matrix:  

 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  { 𝑟𝑖𝑗| 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … 𝑘; 𝑗 =  1, 2, 3, … 𝑚 } , 

where: 

𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑛 =  
1

𝑛
∶= (𝑟𝑖𝑗1) 𝑟𝑖𝑗2)𝑟𝑖𝑗3) … )𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑛. 

 

Step 3: Making final decision based on the fuzzy suitability index (FSI) 

For each supplier, the fuzzy suitability index (FSI) is computed using both the “weight” and “rating 

matrix”. The FSI defined as a vector for each alternative supplier (a, b, c) is calculated as the matrix 

product of the “rating” matrix by the “weight” matrix:  

 

𝐹𝑆𝐼 =  { 𝐹𝑆𝐼𝑖| 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … 𝑚} , 

where: 

𝐹𝑆𝐼𝑚 =  
1

𝑘
∶= [ (𝑟𝑚1 ∶= 𝑤1) (𝑟𝑚2 ∶= 𝑤2 … ) (𝑟𝑚𝑘 ∶= 𝑤𝑘)]. 

 

 

Each vector (a, b, c) in the matrix FSI is now compared to each other by calculating a summarised 

final score for each supplier:  

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑎+2𝑏+𝑐

4
 ,  

 

and the supplier that attains the highest score is chosen.  

 

3.4 Case study of H&E Solutions AB 

To verify the results and determine the effect of the fuzzy numbers approach for evaluation of ECMs 

a case study is made on the BG SME H&E Solutions AB. According to Yin (2003) the case study 

methodology allows for a deeper understanding of the characteristics of the problem compared to a 

more general approach. Furthermore, the case study is especially valuable as an empirical 

methodology when the boarders between phenomena studied and the context are unclear.  

 

H&E Solutions AB is a BG SME established in 2015. The company is located in Stockholm, 

Sweden. It develops products for vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to everything communication aimed 
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for the emergency services. The company has five employees mainly working with technical 

development of the system.  

 

H&E Solutions AB was chosen for the case study as the company currently is in the process of 

choosing an ECM for their new product EVAM System™ The company understands that it is of 

high importance to make a good choice, however, they have no established process of doing so. This 

means that the availability of data is good and that the people in the organization values the 

contribution of the case study.  As the case study can have a great impact on the organization the 

employees are also interested in spending time to contribute to the collection of the data needed.  

 

The company is asked to identify the three employees that have the greatest knowledge of the 

company itself and the ECMs that have been chosen for evaluation. The chosen employees are given 

the task to rate each of the factors, earlier concluded upon as to be affecting the choice of ECM. This 

is done for each one of the chosen ECMs. The data set collected is then analysed using the fuzzy 

number methodology to get a weighted summarizing score of the ECMs evaluated and thus give a 

suggestion of which ECM is the most suited for the company and product in question.  
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4 Literature findings and analysis 

This section covers the analysis of the state of the art literature study made. The findings are each 

analysed from the perspective of a BG SME to conclude upon a list of factors relevant for the choice 

of ECM by a BG SME.  

 

The state of the art literature review uncovered 14 factors, described in Table 1 and summarised 

below in Table 5, commonly used when evaluating and choosing ECM as a large enterprise. 

However, only because these are relevant for a large corporation they cannot, per se, be transferred 

to a BG SME. This section will for every one of the 14 presented criteria evaluate them with a basis 

in the SME characteristics: limited capital resources, Lack of human resources, Limited managerial 

capacity and a Reactive approach.  

 

Table 5 - Summary of literature review of factors to consider when choosing ECM 

Criteria: 

Quality 

Delivery 

Price/Cost 

Manufacturing capability 

Service 

Management 

Technology 

Research and development 

Finance 

Flexibility 

Reputation 

Relationship 

Risk 

Safety and environment 

 

4.1  Quality 

Quality is a fundamental building block for many, if not all, organizations as it is one of the key 

evaluation criteria’s a customer assesses when deciding to buy a product or service or not. Quality as 

an evaluation criteria thus also applies to a BG SME but possibly in a slightly different way than for 
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a large corporation. A large corporation is likely to already have a quality system, e.g., six sigma or 

similar already implemented and is therefore likely to want to have an ECM that uses the same 

system. For a BG SME with limited managerial capacity and lack of human resources this is not 

likely to be the case. Instead, for a BG SME, the factor quality gets a softer meaning where 

evaluation criteria used is of less importance but the result of high quality is still of importance.  

 

4.2 Delivery 

As one of the main characteristics of a BG SME is a reactive approach, long term planning is an 

unfamiliar process in a BG SME. As a result, short delivery times and production sites that are 

located close to the buyer is of importance as it to a certain extent can make up for the limited 

planning capability of the BG SME. Therefore, the factory delivery can be concluded to have a 

similar importance for a BG SME as for a large corporation.  

 

4.3 Price/Cost 

BG SMEs normally have significantly limited capital resources and are therefore forced to keep cost 

levels low to survive and to give room in the budget for further investments in new product 

introductions (NPIs) or similar. The Price/Cost factor is therefore also of importance for a BG SME.  

 

4.4 Manufacturing capability 

For a BG SME production volumes are normally low (annual turnover of less than 38MEUR) 

compared to a large corporation and capacity is therefore seldom a concern for a BG SME. However, 

it is important that the ECM has the technical capability of producing the product but for a BG SME 

in the electronics market this is normally more like a check-point and not an evaluation criteria. It 

can therefore be argued that if the ECM have the tools, knowledge and equipment needed the quality 

aspect already described will take care of the remaining factors of the manufacturing capability 

factor. Therefore, it can be concluded that the manufacturing capability is of little or no importance 

for a BG SME and is therefore not relevant to include as one of the evaluation factors.  

 

4.5 Service 

Due to the reactive approach of a BG SME it is likely that a BG SME will have many questions and 

requests with short deadlines to the ECM. To meet these and follow the quick movements of a BG 

SME it is important that the service level of the ECM is high. Furthermore, good problem-solving 

skills and processes at the ECM will give them an increased chance of following and supporting the 
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BG SME. Thus, the service criteria can be concluded to be of significance for a BG SME in the same 

way as it is central for a large corporation.  

 

4.6 Management 

BG SMEs are recognised to have strictly limited managerial capacity and a very flat organization. 

Management is often looked past as something non-important in a BG SME. For this reason, it might 

be extra important that the ECM chosen by a BG SME has a high managerial standard as the BG 

SME is very unlikely to support the ECM with managerial activities, frameworks and check-points 

in the same way as a large corporation might do. The management evaluation criteria is therefore 

also applicable for BG SMEs.  

 

4.7 Technology 

In BG SMEs, technical excellence in products and processes is generally perceived as the key factor 

to success. Consequently, it is important that an ECM does not hinder the technical development of a 

BG SME due to low technology readiness. Thus, as technical excellence is a main internal factor in a 

BG SME the technology level of an ECM for a BG SME should also be evaluated to avoid future 

hampers.  

 

4.8 Research and development 

Large corporations have lately started to use ECMs for development and R&D purposes as they lack 

the innovative spirit themselves. However, for a BG SME, technology and innovation is at the centre 

of the organization and is often the key skill of a BG SME. Therefore, contrary to a large 

corporation, a BG SME has little to win from having an ECM with high design an innovation 

capability as the anyhow are likely to drive these efforts internally. For this reason, the R&D 

characteristics can be excluded when evaluating and choosing ECM as a BG SME.  

 

4.9 Finance 

One of the key characteristics of a BG SME is, as discussed, limited capital resources and thus also 

limited financial stability. Hence, it is important for a BG SME to lower their financial risk whenever 

they can to increase their own financial credibility and stability. If the ECM of a BG SME has high 

financial stability it can work as a risk mitigating measure for the BG SME. It would also mean that 

the ECM is more likely to give the BG SME longer payment terms and possibly supplier loans. 
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Overall, an ECM with stable finances is beneficial for a BG SME and the factor is therefore relevant 

to evaluate.  

 

 

4.10 Flexibility 

The highly reactive approach and limited long term and strategic planning as a result in a BG SME 

makes flexibility of the ECM a necessity and highly important characteristic. Furthermore, the 

limited capital resources of a BG SME mean that they seldom have the possibility to keep safety 

stock or similar. As a result, the ECM must be able to quickly adjust production levels to manage to 

produce with limited or no finished goods stock and to meet the highly fluctuating order volumes of 

a BG SME due to their reactive approach. As a result, flexibility is likely of higher importance for a 

BG SME than for a large corporation and is therefore an important factor to consider and evaluate 

when choosing ECM.  

 

4.11 Reputation 

As a SME is small (less than 50 employees and revenues not exceeding 38 MEUR) they are also 

often young and has therefore had limited time and resources to build up their own reputation of 

quality and similar. In these scenarios, it can be beneficial to have a supplier with high reputation as 

the BG SME in some cases can live on the reputation of its supplier. A good reputation can also act 

as a good proof of all other factors considered as others have appreciate the collaboration with that 

ECM. Therefore, reputation is also an applicable factor to BG SME’s evaluation and decision 

process.  

 

4.12 Relationship 

Due to the reactive approach and other specific characteristics that puts a BG SME apart from other 

customers an ECM might have it is important that the ECM understands the thought process of the 

BG SME. Furthermore, as a BG SME often lacks knowledge in the area it is also important that the 

ECM understands how they should guide the BG SME to achieve the best results. In both these cases 

it is important with a close relationship between the ECM and the BG SME and the factor is 

therefore relevant to consider and evaluate.  
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4.13 Risk 

As a BG SME is known for having limited strategic planning and long-term planning in general it 

will also be difficult for a BG SME to evaluate the risk characteristic of an ECM. The main risk the 

BG SME would consider is, as earlier discussed in section 4.9, the financial risk. As this has already 

been taken care of by the financial factor and as a BG SME has limited possibilities to evaluate other 

risks the factor does not fully apply to a BG SME in the same way as for a large corporation. 

4.14 Safety and environment 

Large corporations often need their ECM to comply with some safety and/or environmental standard 

as they themselves are certified accordingly. This is in most cases not true for a BG SME and the 

factor is therefore of less importance. As it is in general, according to the literature review 

summarised in Table 1 of low importance where only 3,8% of articles considering it and as it is of 

even less importance for a BG SME it can be concluded that the factor is not relevant to consider 

when evaluating ECMs for a BG SME.  

 

4.15 Summary of analysis 

By evaluating the factors suggested by state of the art literature with a basis in the special 

characteristics of a BG SME it has been found that four of the 14 factors do not apply to a BG SME 

in the same way as they apply for a large corporation. The four factors that has been excluded are: 

Manufacturing capability, Research and development, Risk and Safety and environment. 

Furthermore, the attributes of one of the factors, quality, has been changed slightly to a softer 

approach more tailored to the BG SME characteristics. Table 6 shows a summary of the extract of 

factors from state of the art literature relevant for BG SMEs when evaluating and choosing ECMs.    
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Table 6 - Extract of factors relevant for BG SMEs from state of the art literature 

Criteria: Example of attributes considered: 

Quality 
Quality in a softer meaning where the result of high quality is of essence and the 

evaluation criteria used of less importance.  

Delivery 

Compliance with due date, Degree of closeness; Delivery conditions; Delivery 

reliability; Geographical location; Net late deliveries; On-time delivery; Percentage 

of orders delivered by due date. 

Price/Cost 
Competitiveness of cost; Cost reduction capability; Unit cost; Manufacturing cost; 

Ordering cost. 

Service Customer service; Service capability; Problem solving. 

Management Management capabilities; Process management; Management and organization. 

Technology Technological capabilities; Technology; Level of technology. 

Finance Financial position; Assets; Financial stability; Last term profit. 

Flexibility 
Flexibility of response to customer's request; Flexibility; Inquiry response time; 

Supply chain response time. 

Reputation Satisfaction of supplier; Reputation. 

Relationship Relationship; Relationship closeness. 
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5 Empirical findings and analysis 

This section presents the results, key words and phrases of significance and associated identified 

themes, from the two interviews covering the retro perspective and present perspective respectively. 

Finally, the themes for both interviews are analysed collectively and grouped into clusters, i.e., 

factors, in accordance with the IPA methodology for interview analysis.  

 

5.1 Interview result from the retro perspective 

The interview from the retro perspective was held with Linda Krondahl during a one hour meeting 

where she thoroughly described the process she had been using during her ECM selection process. 

Linda was also asked to elaborate around what she though was the most significant factors and what 

factors that might be less important. The basis of the interview was her retro perspective experience 

of ECM selection for Hi Nation AB. Table 7 shows the identified key words and phrases and the 

associated themes from the held interview.   

 

Table 7 – Retro perspective interview analysis 

Quote (Translated by author): Theme:  

• "A good contact person was needed." 

Good and personal contact 

person 

• "We wanted to have someone to ask dumb questions as 

we had never done this before." 

• "We demanded a Swedish contact partner." 

• "SME's are not professional buyers like large corporations 

but need help from the supplier." 

• "To be able to visit the ECM often would have been very 

beneficial." 
Geographical closeness and 

scaling opportunities 
• "Geographical closeness was extremely important in the 

beginning but it was good to be able to move to low-cost 

countries with the same supplier." 

• "What is the smallest batch you can produce?" 
Smallest production batch and 

lowered demand for liquidity 
• "We tried to find an ECM where we could split MOQs 

with other customers." 
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• "It is more important to lower the risk that to pay a low 

price." 

• "Lots of decisions were made ad-hoc so the supplier had 

to match our short-term behaviour." 
Flexibility and structure of the 

ECM 
• "Their flexibility was important." 

• "If we don't have a good internal structure the ECM must 

have a structured process that we can utilize." 

• "Payment terms where more important than price for 

liquidity reasons." 
Payment terms to lower 

liquidity demand and risk 
• "Who's paying for the tooling cost and when?" 

• "How do they conduct the quality tests?"  

Quality processes and 

responsibilities 

• "In the end, I had to personally test all chargers before 

they were shipped to customers." 

• "Who is responsible for the cost related to quality 

defects?" 

• "All product in one of our batches turned out to be defect 

and if we would have had to stand for the cost of that we 

would have gone bankrupt." 

• "If the ECM can deliver direct to customer it saves lots of 

work." 

Turn key solution capability 
• "How should it be packed?" 

• "It is important that the packaging is done properly." 

 

5.2 Interview result from present perspective 

The interview from the present perspective was held with Alex Hedberg and lasted for about an hour. 

The interview was analysed using the IPA methodology and the key words and phrases and the 

associated themes are presented below in Table 8. 

 

Table 8 – Present perspective interview analysis 

Quote (Translated by author): Theme: 

"We have no previous experience of questions like this." 
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"The personal contact is important." 

Personal contact and customer 

service/support from ECM 

"As a small player, you might be a good customer in one case out 

of ten. If someone like Ericsson is their customer they know that 

they will be a good customer and might therefore take better care 

of them." 

"What priority do I get as a customer?" 

"What complete solution can they offer?" Turn key solution 

"As we have limited QA it is important that the supplier can stand 

as a warrant for the quality.” 
Quality 

"You don't want to have to worry about the quality." 

"Large companies have whole sections for QA but we don't." 

It is a problem if the supplier doesn't have a good structure and 

templates for documentation as we don't have it either." Structure and documentation 

Not having the right documentation will cause lots of extra work." 

"When you produce the first batch it is important to be able to be 

present at the factory." 

Geographical closeness "It is comfortable, secure and easier for us if we can keep track by 

often being on site." 

"Closeness yields better control." 

"It can be beneficial if they have worked with similar technology 

before." 
Technical capability 

"The RF technology we work with is often more complex than 

other general electronics." 

"How flexible can they be with the payment model?" 

Payment terms and payment 

model 

"Can they buy the right to produce our product for a certain 

time?" 

"Long payment terms is always good." 

"If a slightly more expensive producer would offer me 90 days 

instead of 30 I would probably have picked the more expensive 

one as it matches better with our cash flow." 
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"Payment terms is among the most important thing for us as a 

SME." 

"If the sales take off and I need to produce larger volumes is that 

then possible?" Flexibility 

"How flexible is their production?" 

"It is beneficial if the ECM can be involved at an early stage to 

check DFA and DFM." 
DFA and DFM knowledge 

and customer support 
"Getting DFA and DFM correct can save you lots of money." 

 

5.3 Collective analysis and presentation of interview results 

To identify the key clusters or factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME the identified 

themes from the two interviews has been grouped together into associated clusters according to the 

IPA methodology. In total, eight clusters or factors affecting the choice of ECM have been identified 

from the two interviews. The identified clusters/factors are presented in Table 9.  

 

Table 9 - Theme to cluster analysis 

Theme: 
Cluster / Factor affecting choice of 

ECM: 

Turn key solution capability 
Turn key solution 

Turn key solution 

Good and personal contact person 

Personal contact Personal contact and customer service/support from 

ECM 

Geographical closeness and scaling opportunities 
Geographical closeness 

Geographical closeness 

Smallest production batch and lowered demand for 

liquidity 
Liquidity demand lowering solution 

Payment terms to lower liquidity demand and risk 

Payment terms and payment model 

Quality processes and responsibilities 
Quality 

Quality 
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Flexibility and structure of the ECM 
Structure and documentation, Flexibility 

Structure and documentation 

Technical capability Technical capability 

6 Summary of literature and empirical findings 

This section collectively analyses the literature findings and the empirical findings as described in 

Figure 3. The analysis identifies overlap between the two identified sets of factors affecting the 

choice of ECM. A final list of factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME is concluded upon.  

 

The state of the art literature review and analysis, presented in section 4, identified ten factors 

relevant to consider when evaluating and choosing ECM as a BG SME. These factors are presented 

in Table 6. Continuing, interviews were held with representatives of both the retro perspective and 

the present perspective. The interviews were analysed according to the IPA methodology and 

identified eight additional factors affecting the choice of ECM as a BG SME. The two sets of factors 

contain some overlap and duplicates that can be removed or split into two factors to conclude upon a 

final list of factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME.  

 

Six overlapping sets of factors were identified from the two sets of factors; Quality: Quality, 

Delivery: Geographical closeness, Management: Structure and documentation, Technology: 

Technical capability, Flexibility: Flexibility and Relationship: Personal contact. All duplicates except 

Delivery: Geographical closeness where combined into one resulting factor as the overlap covered 

the whole domain of the meaning of the two factors. For Delivery: Geographical closeness, 

geographical closeness only covers the domain of delivery partially. The empirical analysis also 

showed the geographical closeness with the meaning of degree of closeness was of extra high 

importance. Thus, the part of the domain of delivery associated with degree of closeness was moved 

out to the factor geographical closeness, leaving delivery with a pure meaning of delivery related 

metrics such as compliance with due date and delivery conditions. The duplicates and the associated 

resulting final factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME, with accompanying descriptions 

are presented in Table 10. 
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Table 10 - Resulting factors affecting the choice of ECM for a BG SME 

Literature 

analysis 

factor: 

Empirical analysis 

factor: 
Resulting factor: Description: 

Quality Quality Quality 

Quality in a softer meaning where 

the result of high quality is of 

essence and the evaluation criteria 

used of less importance. 

Delivery  Delivery 

Compliance with due date, 

Delivery conditions; Delivery 

reliability; Net late deliveries; On-

time delivery; Percentage of 

orders delivered by due date. 

 
Geographical 

closeness 

Geographical 

closeness 
Degree of closeness. 

Price/Cost  Price/Cost 

Competitiveness of cost; Cost 

reduction capability; Unit cost; 

Manufacturing cost; Ordering 

cost. 

Service  Service 
Customer service; Service 

capability; Problem solving. 

Management 
Structure and 

documentation 

Management and 

structure 

Process management, degree of 

structured processes, quality of 

documentation. 

Technology Technical capability Technology 
Technological capabilities; 

Technology; Level of technology. 

Finance  Finance 

Financial position; Assets; 

Financial stability; Last term 

profit. 

Flexibility Flexibility Flexibility 
Flexibility of response to 

customer's request; Flexibility; 
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Inquiry response time; Supply 

chain response time. 

Reputation  Reputation 
Satisfaction of supplier; 

Reputation. 

Relationship Personal contact 
Personal 

relationship 

Relationship; Relationship 

closeness, Personal contact. 

 Turn key solution Turn key solution Turn key solution attractiveness. 

 
Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 

Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 

Smallest production batch, 

Payment terms, Payment model. 

 

7 Case Study 

This section presents the results of the case study done on H&E Solutions AB with the aim of 

suggesting an ECM for production of their product EVAM System™ and to verify the methodology 

developed by using it on a real case.  

 

7.1 Chosen participants 

The company was asked to identify three people that has the best knowledge of the ECMs that 

should be evaluated and the company and product specific demands. Alex Hedberg, CEO, Florian 

Curinga, Lead developer and Mikael Erneberg, COO and author, was assigned to participate in the 

supplier selection process.  

 

Alex Hedberg, CEO, was chosen as he since start been heavily involved in the first filtering of 

possible suppliers and therefore have good knowledge of the suppliers that should be evaluated. As a 

co-founder of H&E Solutions AB, Alex does also have good knowledge of both the product and the 

company specific requirements such as financials and similar.  

 

Florian Curinga, Lead developer, was chosen as he has the main responsibility for technical 

development at H&E Solutions AB. Therefore, he has excellent knowledge of the product and the 

technical challenges it means for an ECM.  
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Mikael Erneberg, COO and author, was chosen as he has the main responsibility for choosing and 

working with the chosen ECM. As a co-founder of H&E Solutions AB, Mikael also has good 

knowledge of both product and company specific requirements.  

 

7.2 Results 

From start, H&E Solutions AB had already made a first scan and selection of interesting suppliers 

that should be evaluated. All suppliers had therefore been validated to be able to supply the product 

and have enough capacity in their production line to take in another customer. The three suppliers 

that where evaluated were Flex (earlier Flextronics), Inission and Note. H&E Solutions AB have had 

deep discussions with all three suppliers and thus had good knowledge of them.  

 

The evaluators where asked to weight each criterion. The evaluators individual weighting is 

available in Appendix 1 – Weighting of criterion and summarized as triangular numbers in Table 11. 

According to the results the evaluators collectively believed that liquidity demand lowering solution 

followed by personal relationship and management and structure where the three most important 

factors to consider when choosing ECM for H&E Solutions AB.  

 

Table 11 - Criterion weighting matrix 

Criteria Vector 

Quality 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Delivery 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Geographical 

closeness 
0,30 0,57 0,87 

Price/Cost 0,13 0,43 0,70 

Service 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Management & 

Structure 
0,57 0,80 1,00 

Technology 0,13 0,43 0,70 

Finance 0,07 0,37 0,60 

Flexibility 0,53 0,83 0,93 

Reputation 0,47 0,73 0,93 
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Personal 

relationship 
0,57 0,80 1,00 

Turn key solution 0,13 0,43 0,70 

Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 
0,63 0,90 1,00 

 

Each evaluator was also asked to score every supplier for each criterion. The individual evaluators 

scoring protocol is available in Appendix 2 – Supplier scoring protocols. Table 12 to Table 14 shows 

the summarized results in the form of triangular numbers for each criteria and supplier.  

 

Table 12 - Scoring results Inission 

Criteria Vector 

Quality 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Delivery 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Geographical closeness 0,70 1,00 1,00 

Price/Cost 0,20 0,50 0,80 

Service 0,40 0,63 0,93 

Management & 

Structure 
0,50 0,70 1,00 

Technology 0,40 0,63 0,93 

Finance 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Flexibility 0,70 1,00 1,00 

Reputation 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Personal relationship 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Turn key solution 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 
0,57 0,80 1,00 
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Table 13 - Scoring results Flex 

Criteria Vector 

Quality 0,63 0,90 1,00 

Delivery 0,53 0,83 0,93 

Geographical closeness 0,23 0,50 0,77 

Price/Cost 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Service 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Management & 

Structure 
0,70 1,00 1,00 

Technology 0,57 0,80 1,00 

Finance 0,70 1,00 1,00 

Flexibility 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Reputation 0,63 0,90 1,00 

Personal relationship 0,70 1,00 1,00 

Turn key solution 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 
0,20 0,50 0,80 

 

Table 14 - Scoring results Note 

Criteria Vector 

Quality 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Delivery 0,40 0,63 0,93 

Geographical closeness 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Price/Cost 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Service 0,20 0,50 0,80 

Management & 

Structure 
0,13 0,43 0,70 

Technology 0,40 0,63 0,93 

Finance 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Flexibility 0,30 0,57 0,87 

Reputation 0,40 0,63 0,93 
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Personal relationship 0,20 0,50 0,80 

Turn key solution 0,50 0,70 1,00 

Liquidity demand 

lowering solution 
0,40 0,63 0,93 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the unweighted characteristics of each supplier based on the average scoring of 

all three evaluators.  

 

Figure 5 - Supplier characteristics 

 

The weighting matrix and respective scoring matrix was evaluated to get the weighted final score of 

each supplier. Table 15 shows the final weighted results in both triangular form and the calculated 

average. The results suggest that Inission should be chosen as the ECM for H&E Solutions AB and 

the product EVAM™ System.  
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Table 15 - Weighted final results 

Supplier: Alpha: Beta: Gamma: Average 

Inission 0,115 0,304 0,561 0,321 

Flex 0,104 0,303 0,534 0,311 

Note 0,066 0,234 0,509 0,261 

 

7.3 Analysis 

The developed method suggested that Inission should be selected as ECM for H&E Solutions AB. 

However, one may question how sensitive this result is as the average score of Inission only is 3,24% 

superior to Flex. Figure 6 shows the graphical illustration of the obtained results with both triangular 

numbers and calculated averages included. The span of the base of the triangular number for Inission 

is slightly wider than for Flex indicating that the three evaluators have a more mixed opinion about 

the supplier than what they have about Flex. This is suggesting that the sensitivity of the result for 

Inission is higher than for Flex. However, the sensitivity is tending towards a more positive result, 

where both the lower limit, average and upper limit of the results exceeds the respective results for 

Flex. Thus, the, by the model, suggested ECM can be concluded to be a reasonably robust 

suggestion.  

 

Figure 6 - Case study result analysis 
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8 Discussion 

This section discusses and presents several aspects that might have affected the outcome and result 

of this study:  

 

Choice of interviewees: In this study two interviews were held to represent the BG SME perspective 

in the criterion selection process. The two interviews were both giving however the results of the 

empirical study only represents two specific companies and cases. Thus, it can be argued that these 

two cases cannot be extended to a general answer fitting all BG SMEs. Considering more cases 

through a larger number of interviews could have uncovered other aspects that this study might have 

missed out, thus, increasing the ability to generalize the results.  

 

Choice of case study company: H&E Solutions AB was chosen as the company to participate in the 

case study to verify the developed tool and methodology. The main reason for the choice was that 

H&E Solutions AB currently was in the process of selecting an ECM and thus had good availability 

on needed data. However, it has not been thoroughly evaluated how well the company is 

representative of other BG SMEs operating in the high-tech electronics industry. If this had been 

evaluated it is likely that one might have discovered that H&E Solutions AB was only representative 

of a part of the domain, thus, increasing the need for several case studies to fully verify the 

developed tool over the whole domain of use.  

 

Author participating in the case study: In the conducted case study the author of this thesis 

participated as it was one of the participants chosen by the company. The author is in such a role at 

the participating company that significant knowledge of the supplier had been missed if the author 

was excluded from participating. Furthermore, the author had no incentive of affecting the outcome 

of the study due to interest conflicts or similar. Thus, it is a low chance that the fact that the author 

participated as evaluator in the case study has affected the outcome and results of this study.  
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9 Conclusion  

The objective of this thesis was to develop a tool and methodology to be used for choosing an ECM 

by a BG SME operating in the high-tech electronics industry. To fulfil the objective two research 

questions were formulated:  

 

1. What set of factors should a BG SME consider and evaluate when choosing an ECM? 

2. How should these factors be evaluated and weighted to decide upon the most suitable ECM 

for a specific product and specific company? 

 

Based on the first research question a literature study has been performed covering the state of the art 

literature on what large corporation should evaluate when choosing an ECM. The study uncovered 

fourteen different factors. The fourteen factors were evaluated with the basis of the characteristics of 

a BG SME discovering that four of the fourteen factors where irrelevant to consider as a BG SME.  

 

Secondly, an empirical study with interviewees with significant experience from both the retro 

perspective and present perspective of the ECM selection was done. The study was analysed using 

the IPA methodology and uncovered an additional eight factors affecting the selection of ECM for a 

BG SME. The literature study and empirical study was analysed collectively and overlap between 

the two sets of factors was removed concluding upon thirteen individual factors that should be 

considered and evaluated when choosing and ECM.  

 

Based on the second research question a thorough assessment of available evaluation methodologies 

was done. The methodologies were evaluated according to four criteria. The evaluation exposed that 

most available evaluation methodologies were either not able to handle the complex decision process 

or were to complex and time consuming to be used and adopted by a BG SME. From the evaluated 

methodologies, only the fuzzy set theory was found to meet all criteria.  

 

The thirteen factors and the fuzzy set theory was successfully combined into a tool and methodology 

for choosing an ECM as a BG SME. The tool was verified through a case study on the BG SME 

H&E Solutions AB where it suggested Inission as the most suitable ECM. Finally, the company also 

decided to follow the suggestion of the model and chose Inission as its supplier.  
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Considering the previous mentioned arguments, it can be stated that the aim of developing a tool and 

methodology to be used for choosing an ECM by a BG SME operating in the high-tech electronics 

industry has been successfully met.  

 

9.1 Suggested future work 

As this thesis only represents one part of the whole supplier selection process for a BG SME there 

are several aspects that has been left out and that can be considered as future work. Firstly, this thesis 

has only considered the supplier selection process in the form of evaluating and choosing between a 

smaller set of supplier. Theoretically, the developed tool can be extended to consider and evaluate an 

infinite number of suppliers, however, this would not be practically feasible. It is instead suggested 

that a methodology for pre-validating and pre-selecting a selection of ECMs that should be 

thoroughly evaluated should be developed.  

 

Furthermore, it is suggested that the ability to generalize the developed tool and methodology should 

be evaluated. By conducting several case studies using the tool the domain of validity for it could be 

defined more strictly.  
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Appendix 1 – Weighting of criterion 

 

Table 16 - Weighting protocol 

Criteria Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Evaluator 3 

Quality H H H 

Delivery H M M 

Geographical closeness M M H 

Price/Cost M M L 

Service H M M 

Management & Structure H H VH 

Technology L M M 

Finance L M L 

Flexibility VH M VH 

Reputation M VH H 

Personal relationship H H VH 

Turn key solution L M M 

Liquidity demand lowering solution VH H VH 
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Appendix 2 – Supplier scoring protocols 

 

Table 17 - Scoring protocol for evaluator 1 

 
Suppliers 

Criteria Inission Flex Note 

Quality G B F 

Delivery G B F 

Geographical closeness B P G 

Price/Cost F F G 

Service F F F 

Management & Structure G B F 

Technology G G G 

Finance G B F 

Flexibility B G F 

Reputation G G F 

Personal relationship G B F 

Turn key solution G G G 

Liquidity demand lowering 

solution 
B F G 

 

 

Table 18 - Scoring protocol for evaluator 2 

 
Suppliers 

Criteria Inission Flex Note 

Quality G G G 

Delivery G B G 

Geographical closeness B F G 

Price/Cost F G G 

Service G F F 

Management & Structure G B F 

Technology G B G 
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Finance G B F 

Flexibility B F G 

Reputation G B G 

Personal relationship G B F 

Turn key solution G G G 

Liquidity demand lowering 

solution 
G F G 

 

 

Table 19 - Scoring protocol for evaluator 3 

 
Suppliers 

Criteria Inission Flex Note 

Quality G B F 

Delivery G F G 

Geographical closeness B G G 

Price/Cost F F G 

Service G G F 

Management & Structure G B P 

Technology F G F 

Finance G B G 

Flexibility B F F 

Reputation G B G 

Personal relationship G B F 

Turn key solution G G G 

Liquidity demand lowering 

solution 

G F F 

 

 


